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ABSTRACT
Machines are the fundamental part of human lives. Our most of the work will remain incomplete without machine .So  keep
it in continuous operation is very important, so in order to achieve that we have to keep it healthy. Sudden failure of
machine or break down, results can range from annoyance to the financial disaster or personal injury and possible loose
of life .For quick failure’s detection, identification and correction of machinery problems is paramount to anyone involved
in the maintenance of machinery to insure continued, safe and good running operation. So to run the machines efficiently
and to know the onset resulting defects condition and monitoring of machines is important. There are several indicating
phenomenon like Vibration, noise, heat, debris in oil, sound beyond human abilities etc., which emanate from these
inefficiently running machine. So periodic Monitoring of these indicators provide early warnings of impending failures.
So the purpose of paper is primarily focused on the study of vibration based maintenance on critical rotating mechanical
device namely FORCED DRAFT FAN  at Dahanu Thermal Power Station. This FD fans force ambient air into the boiler
,through a preheater to increase overall boiler efficiency. The required vibration readings were taken. After analyzing
taken reading it was noticed that root cause failure which were responsible the increase of vibrations. This problem was
rectified by replacing or otherwise taking corrective action and again vibration readings are noted found to be in safe
limits of velocity.
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1. INTRODUCTION TO MONITORING
Monitoring is the systematic collection and analysis and information as a project progresses. It is aimed at
improving the efficiency and effectiveness of a project . It is based on targets set and activities planned during
the planning faces of work. It helps to keep the work on track and can let management know when things are
going wrong. If done properly, it is an dynamic tool for good maintenance, and it provides a useful base for
evaluation.

It enables you to determine whether the resources you have available are sufficient and are being well used,
whether the capacity you have is sufficient and appropriate and whether you are doing what you planned to do.

2. MACHINERY FAILURE
Most machinery is required to operate within a relatively close set of limits. These limits, or operating
conditions, are designed to allow for safe operation of the machines and to ensure equipment or system design
specifications are not exceeded. They are usually set to optimize product quality and throughput (load) without
overstressing the equipment. Generally speaking, this means that the equipment will operate within a   particular
range of operating speeds. This definition includes both steady-state operation (constant speed) and variable
speed machines, which may move within a  broader range of operation but still have fixed limits based on design
constraints .Occasionally, machinery is required to operate outside these limits for short times (during start-up,
shutdown, and planned overloads). The main reason for employing machine condition monitoring and fault
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diagnostics is to generate accurate, reliable information on the present condition of the machinery. This enables
more confident and realistic expectations regarding machine performance. Having at hand this type of reliable
information allows for the following questions to be answered with confidence:
 Will a machine stand a required overload?
 Should equipment be removed from service for maintenance now or later?
 What maintenance activities (if any) are required?
 What is the expected time to failure?
 What is the expected failure mode?

Machinery failure can be defined as the inability of a machine to perform its required function. Failure is always
machinery specific. For example, the bearings in a conveyor belt support pulley may be severely damaged or
worn, but as long as the bearings are not seized, it has not failed. Other machinery may not tolerate these
operating conditions. A computer disk drive may have only a very slight amount of wear or misalignment
resulting in noisy operation, which constitutes a failure. There are also other considerations that may dictate that
a machine no longer performs adequately. Economic considerations may result in a machine being classified as
obsolete and it may then be scheduled for replacement before it has “worn out.” Safety considerations may also
require the replacement of parts in order to ensure the risk of failure is minimized.

2.1 Causes of Failure
When we disregard the gradual wear on machinery as a cause of failure, there are still many specific causes of
failure. These are perhaps as numerous as the different types of machines. There are some generic categories
that can be listed. Deficiencies in the original design, material or processing, improper assembly, inappropriate
maintenance, and excessive operational demands may all cause premature failure.

2.2 Types of Failure
As with the causes of failure, there are many different types of failure. Here, these types will be subdivided into
only two categories. Catastrophic failures are sudden and complete. Incipient failures are partial and usually
gradual. In all but a few instances, there is some advanced warning as to the onset of failure; that is, the vast
majority of failures pass through a distinct incipient phase. The goal of machine condition monitoring and fault
diagnostics is to detect this onset, diagnose the condition, and trend its progression over time. The time until
ultimate failure can then hopefully be better estimated, and this will allow plans to be made to avoid undue
catastrophic repercussions. This, of course, excludes failures caused by unforeseen and uncontrollable outside
forces.

2.3 Frequency of Failure
Anecdotal and statistical data describing the frequency of failures can be summarized in what is called a “bathtub
curve.” Curve is applicable to an individual machine or population of machines of the same type. The beginning
of a machine’s useful life is usually characterized by a relatively high rate of failure. These failures are referred
to as “wear-in” failures. They are typically due to such things as design errors, manufacturing defects, assembly
mistakes, installation problems and commissioning errors. As the causes of these failures are found and
corrected, the frequency of failure decreases. The machine then passes into are relatively long period of
operation, during which the frequency of failures occurring is relatively low. The failures that do occur mainly
happen on a random basis. This period of a machine’s life is called the “normal wear” period and usually makes
up most of the life of a machine. There should be a relatively low failure rate during the normal wear period
when operating within design specifications.

As a machine gradually reaches the end of its designed life, the frequency of failures again increases.
These failures are called “wear out” failures. This gradually increasing failure rate at the expected end of a
machine’s useful life is primarily due to metal fatigue, wear mechanisms between moving parts, corrosion, and
obsolescence. The slope of the wear out part of the bathtub curve is machine-dependent. The rate at which the
frequency of failures increases is largely dependent on the design of the machine and its operational history. If
the machine design is such that the operational life ends abruptly, the machine is under designed to meet the
load expected, or the machine has endured a severe operational life (experienced numerous overloads), the slope
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of the curve in the wear out section will increase sharply with time. If the machinery is overdesigned or
experiences a relatively light loading history, the slope of this part of the bathtub curve will increase only
gradually with time.

4. CONDITION MONITORING TECHNIQUES:

 Vibration monitoring
 Debris analysis lubes oil analysis
 Corrosion monitoring
 Thermography
 Visual monitoring
 Contaminant monitoring

This paper is mainly focused on vibration monitoring which is the most commonly used method for rotating
machines

5. VIBRATION MONITORING:
Vibration monitoring is well established method for determining the physical movement of the machine or
structure. Vibration is the best indicator of overall mechanical condition and the earliest indicator of the
developing defects. There are other indicators like temperature, pressure and flow and oil analysis. If only one
indicator is to be used to monitor machine health then vibration is usually the best choice. All rotating and
reciprocating machines vibrate either to a smaller or to a greater extent. Machines vibrate because of defects or
in accuracies in the system. When the inaccuracies are more it results in increased vibration

Each kind of defect produces vibration, characterized in a unique way. Therefore, recording vibration level of
a machine indicates the condition of the machine.

5.1 Objective of condition monitoring-

 Diagnose the root causes
 Advance planning of spare procurement
 Reduction in unplanned outages
 Extension of equipment life
 Reduction of secondary damages
 Eliminate catastrophic failure
5.2 Advantages of condition monitoring over planned maintenance:
 Improved system reliability
 Decreased maintenance cost
 Decreased number of maintenance operations causes decreasing of human error influence

5.3 Disadvantages:

 High installation costs, for minor equipment items more than value of equipment
 Unpredictable maintenance periods are causing costs to be divide un equally
 Increased number of parts(CBM installation ) that need maintenance and checking

6. CAUSES OF VIBRATIONS:
1. Change in direction with time, such as a force generated by a rotating unbalance.

2. Change in amplitude with time, such as unbalanced magnetic forces generated in an induction motor due to
unequal air gap between the motor armature and stator.

3. Result in friction between rotating and stationary machine components is much.
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4. Cause impacts, such as gear tooth contact or the impacts generated by the rolling elements of a bearing
passing over a flaw in the bearing raceways.

5. Cause randomly generated forces such as flow turbulence in the fluid handling Devices such as fans,
blowers and pumps; or combustion turbulence in gas turbines or boilers.

7. TRANSDUCER LOCATION
The placement (location) of a vibration transducer is a critical factor in machine condition monitoring and
fault diagnostics. Using several locations and directions when recording vibration information is
recommended. As always, it depends on the application and whether or not the expense is warranted. If the
vibration component which relates to a given fault condition is not recorded, no amount of analysis will
extract it from the signal. When selecting sensor locations consider the following:

 Mechanical independence
 The vibration transmission path
 Locations where natural frequency vibrations may be excited (flexible components or attachments

Fig.1 Transducer Location

8. FAULT DIAGNOSTIC
Depending on the type of equipment being monitored and the maintenance strategy being followed, once a
faulty condition has been detected and the severity of the fault assessed, repair work or replacement will be
scheduled. However, in many situations, the maintenance strategy involves further analysis of the vibration
signal to determine the actual type of fault present. This information then allows for a more accurate estimation
of the remaining life, the replacement parts that are needed, and the maintenance tools, personnel, and time
required to repair the machinery. For these reasons, and many more, it is often advantageous to have some idea
of the fault type that exists before decisions regarding maintenance actions are made. There are obviously a
large number of potential different fault types. The description of these faults can be systemized somewhat by
considering the type of characteristic defect frequencies generated (synchronous to rotating speed, sub
synchronous, harmonics related to rotating speed, nonsynchronous harmonics, etc.). Such a systemization
requires a focus on frequency-domain analysis tools (primarily frequency spectra). While this organization
strategy is effective , it inherently leaves out potentially valuable information from other display formats. For
this reason, the various faults that usually develop in machinery are listed here in terms of the forcing functions
that cause them and specific machine types. In this way, a diagnostic template can be developed for the different
types of faults that are common in a given facility or plant.
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8.1 UNBALANCE

Fig.2 Diagnostic Unbalance

Fig.3 Couple unbalanced
Unbalance (also referred to as imbalance) exists when the center of mass of a rotating component is not
coincident with the center of rotation. It is practically impossible to fabricate a component that is perfectly
balanced; hence, unbalance is a relatively common condition in a rotor or other rotating component (flywheel,
fan, gear, etc.). The degree to which an unbalance affects the operation of machinery dictates whether or not it
is a problem. The causes of unbalance include excess mass on one side of the rotor, low tolerances during
fabrication (casting, machining, assembly), variation within materials (voids, porosity, inclusions, etc.), non
symmetry of design, aerodynamic forces, and temperature changes. The vector sum of all the different sources
of unbalance can be combined into a single vector .This vector then represents an imaginary heavy spot on the
rotor. If this heavy spot can be located and the unbalance force quantified, then placing an appropriate weight
1808 from the heavy spot will counteract the original unbalance .If left uncorrected, unbalance can result in
excessive bearing wear, fatigue in support structures, decreased product quality, power losses, and disturbed
adjacent machinery.
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8.2 MISALLIGNMENT

Fig.5 Angular Misalignment

While misalignment can occur in several different places (between shafts and bearings, between gears, etc.), the
most common form is when two machines are coupled together. In this case, there are two main categories of
misalignment: (1) parallel misalignment (also known as offset) and (2) angular misalignment. Parallel
misalignment occurs when shaft centerlines are parallel but offset from one another in the horizontal or vertical
direction, or a combination of both. Angular misalignment occurs when the shaft centerlines meet at an angle.
The intersection may be at the driver or driven end, between the coupled units or behind one of the coupled
units. Most misalignment is a combination of these two types. Misalignment is another major cause of excessive
machinery vibration. It is usually caused by improper machine installation. Flexible couplings can tolerate some
shaft misalignment, but misalignment should always be minimized. The vibration caused by misalignment
results in excessive radial loads on bearings, which in turn causes premature bearing failure. Elevated 1 X
vibrations with harmonics (usually up to the third ,but sometimes up to the sixth) in the frequency spectrum are
the usual diagnostic signature

8.3 MECHANICAL LOOSENESS

Fig.6 Mechanical looseness
While there are many ways in which mechanical looseness may appear ,there are two main types: (1) a bearing
loose on a shaft and (2) a bearing loose in a housing .A bearing that is loose on a shaft will display a modulated
time signal with many harmonics. The time period of modulation will vary and the time signal will also be
truncated (clipped). A bearing that is loose in its housing will display a strong fourth harmonic, which can
sometimes be mistaken for the blade-pass frequency on a four-blade fan. These faults may also look like rolling-
element-bearing characteristic defect frequencies, but always contain a significant amount of wideband noise.
Another way to diagnose mechanical looseness is by tracking the changes in the vibrations signal as the
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condition worsens. In the early stages, mechanical looseness generates a strong 1 X response in the frequency
spectrum along with some harmonics. At this stage, the condition could be mistaken for unbalance.

9. INTRODUCTION TO FAN
 Fan
A fan is a volumetric device which imparts enough energy to the medium that is to the atmospheric air to set it
into motion and to overcome all resistance in its path
 Types Of Fan
1} Axial Fan
2} Radial Fan

 Functions Of FD Fan:
 FD fan provides secondary air required for complete combustion of fuel
 FD fan maintains the DP of wind box to furnace
 FD fan provides air for scanner fan and igniter fan

 Technical Specifications Of FD FAN-
 Type and size :Axial reaction AP1-18/11
 Orientation : Vertical suction

: Horizontal suction
 Medium handled : Atmospheric air
 No. per boiler :2
 Fan design rating:
A} Capacity: 111  m3/sec
B} Total head developed: 502 mm of wc
C} Temp. of medium:45 degrees C
D} Speed:1480RPM
 Type of coupling : Regiflex coupling
 Type of fan regulation : Blade pitch control
 Motor
A} Type : Squirrel cage
B } Rating:725 Kw
 Bearing:
A} Fixed bearings:7230 BUA
B} Expansion bearings :NU230C3

Fig.7 Fd fan structure
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10. INSTRUMENTATION:
a) Tachometer:

Specifications:

1. Maximum range: 20,000 RPM

2. Power supply: Power by analyzer or battery pack

3. Light source: Infrared

4. Environment: Indoor or outdoor

b) Accelerometer:
Specifications:

CSI make model A0 760 GP are used to gather the data from FD Fan

The technical specifications are as under,

1. Frequency range:  0.43 to 10 KHz / 0.8 to Hz

2. Natural frequency: 28 KHz / 40KHz

3. Power requirement: 2 to 20 mA

4. Operating temperature range: -54 to 121 deg c.

c) FFT Analyzer:
Specifications:

A FFT analyzer model S78, is used. This FFT analyzer can be used for high Frequency, high resolution,
Bearing/Gear fault detection, low frequency, turning speed detection.
Specifications are,
 Dual channel: Full spectrum phase and coherence, cross channel,impact testing and full transfer
function analysis.
 Units: Metric or English: acceleration, velocity, displacement,or user programmable.
 Frequency: View of FFT Analyzer, HZ, CPM.
 Standard accessories: Accelerometers and cable, magnet mount, power supply, PC communication
cable.

Fig.8 FFT Analyser
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11. FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT:
The prerequisite for measurement of amplitude is an estimation of pertinent frequency of a component,

which is done by using following formulae:
Frequency (Hz) =Speed (RPM)/60.

Bearing Frequencies:

By using following formulae different Bearing Frequencies are calculated:
(Number of balls in bearing=18)

i) FTF= Fundamental Train Frequency
= 0.4 X speed

ii) IR = Inner Race Frequency
= 0.6 X speed X no. of balls

iii) OR = Outer Race Frequency
= 0.4 X speed X no. of balls

iv) BS = Ball spin Frequency
= 0.4 X speed X no. of balls

 Limits for Vibration Amplitudes at Bearing Frequencies:

Good                                0.00 to 0.20 mm
Usable 0.20 to 0.43 mm
Still Acceptable                  0.43 to 0.65 mm
Not Acceptable               > 0.65 mm

SPECTRUM 1:       (Speed=12.08 Hz)

 FTF=0.4*12.08 = 4.832 Hz
 IRF=0.6*12.08*18 = 130.46 Hz
 ORF=0.4*12.08*18= 86.976 Hz
 BSF=0.4*12.08*18=  86.97 =87 Hz


SPECTRUM 2:       (Speed=12.2 Hz)

 FTF=0.4*12.2 = 4.88 Hz
 IRF=0.6*12.2*18 = 131.76 Hz
 ORF=0.4*12.2*18 = 87.84 Hz
 BSF=0.4*12.2*18 = 87.84 Hz

Table 1. Values of amplitude at different frequencies of component
for bearing on pulley shaft of F.D. Fan of Boiler

Parameters FTF IR OR BS

Spectrum No.1 (Speed=725 RPM i.e. 12.08 Hz) (Time 12:27:27)

Frequency

(Hz)

4.83 130.46 87 87

Amplitude

( mm)

0 0.45 0.08 0.08
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Fig.9 : Vibration Spectrum no.1 at Bearing on pulley shaft of F.D. Fan of Boiler
(Time 12:27:27)

Fig.10 : Vibration Spectrum no.2 at  Bearing on pulley shaft of F.D. Fan of Boiler
(Time-12:28:05)

Spectrum No.2 (Speed=732 RPM i.e. 12.2 Hz) (Time-12:28:05)

Frequency

(Hz)

4.88 131.76 87.84 87.84

Amplitude

( mm)

0 0.214 0.05 0.05
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Graph-1: Time Vs Amplitude at IR Frequency for Bearing

Graph-2: Time Vs Amplitude at OR & BS Frequency for Bearing
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